The two most important issues of parallel programming languages are (1) efficiency of implementation and (2) ease of programming. Unfortunately, however, these are usually contradictory. Any attempt to improve the ease of programming usually tends to decrease the efficiency that can be achieved by compilers for the language. This is mostly a problem of available knowledge: Efficient implementation requires that the compiler has thorough knowledge of the semantics of the program, whereas one important aspect of achieving ease of programming is to free the programmer from having to supply detailed explicit knowledge about program meaning and execution.
Ease vs. Efficiency
The two most important issues of parallel programming languages are (1) efficiency of implementation and (2) ease of programming. Unfortunately, however, these are usually contradictory. Any attempt to improve the ease of programming usually tends to decrease the efficiency that can be achieved by compilers for the language. This is mostly a problem of available knowledge: Efficient implementation requires that the compiler has thorough knowledge of the semantics of the program, whereas one important aspect of achieving ease of programming is to free the programmer from having to supply detailed explicit knowledge about program meaning and execution.
Therefore, one path towards useful parallel programming languages is to identify application domains in which much knowledge can easily be extracted from a domain-oriented program description and to define domaindependent languages for these domains. The two kinds of information that are of particular interest are (1) the dynamic distribution of work over parallel threads (needed for load balancing) and ( 2 ) the dynamic distribution of data versus threads (needed to obtain co-locality of data and process).
Neural network learning algorithms, even those that dynamically change the topology of the neural network, are such a domain; we will simply call these class of programs neural algorithms. This paper describes how to exploit their special properties in order to obtain a purely problemdependent (thus easy-to-use) programming model that can nevertheless be implemented efficiently.
The subsequent sections list these special properties, derive a programming model, describe the concretization of this model in a programming language, and give some results obtained with an implementation of this language.
Properties of Neural Algorithms
A neural algorithm is a program that performs parallel computations on a graph of nodes and connections (the neural network). For such programs, the following assumptions hold:
Al: The outer loops are structured along the lines of Read a training example and perform some computations A on it (using all or most of the network elements); after a number of examples are so processed, perform some computation B and perhaps some change C in graph structure (network topology). There are basically five types of operations: local operations on nodes or connections, reductions, broadcasts (multicasts), and generation and destruction of nodes or connections. No expressions involving arbitrary pairs of operands occur. Instead, computation is always attached to the objects of the neural network graph in one of the above styles. Therefore, there is also no arbitrary use of parallelism. There is only parallelism over the connections of a node, over the nodes of one or several node groups, and (for those algorithms that allow for example parallelism) over multiple replicates of a network. These three levels of parallelism are nested. The computations are homogeneous in the sense that any single parallel operation (procedure call) takes the same time on all of the objects affected, in particular on the innermost (i.e., connection) level. CO-locality of the data for several nodes that are connected with each other can hardly be improved over that resulting from a random distribution of data over the processors, because the graphs of neural networks do not exhibit much locality. (This does not always apply to structured NNs, which we do not consider here.) by neural algorithms as given above. To support constructive neural algorithms, special operations are included for the creation and deletion of network, node, and connection objects.
This approach makes a lot of information readily available to the compiler that would be very difficult or impossible to extract from an equivalent program text in a normal parallel programming language such as HPF 141. The inform'ation can then be used to generate efficient code that exhibits almost optimal datdprocess-locality and balanced load, even for irregular networks. In many respects, the ease with which information about data access patterns can be extracted from the program in this approach is comparable to that found in functional or single assignment languages such as SISAL [l] , because in both cases no arbitrary interactions between global data objects are possible. Yet the optimization capabilities arising from this information are still better in our case, since the types of operations are restricted and thus known in advance -allowing to design optimizations for their implementation into the compiler.
CuPit
The programming language CuPit [5] is a realization of the programming model described above. The most important features of its design will be described below, mostly using example program fragments instead of formal definitions.
CuPit is a procedural, object-centered language, i.e., there are object types and associated operations but no inheritance. The identification of network elements is based on three special categories of object types: There are connection types, node and node group types, and network types. 
The Programming Model Idea

END TYPE;
The basic idea of the programming model proposed here is to explicitly model the network objects in the program-
The above declaration defines a connection type ming language and to restrict the types of operations that Weight. Objects of this type are a structure of four data can be performed on these objects to the operations needed elements i , 0 , weight, and delta, all of the built-in type Real. Associated with this type are two procedures. prune implements a conditional self-deletion of the connection (the same could be done for nodes and then includes all their connections) and transport implements the forward pass operation through the connection, i.e. store in i the input and make the output o be the weighted input. ME always designates the object, for which an object procedure is being called. This node type, SigmoidNode, has two data elements, inData and outData, and two connection interjiaces, in (for incoming connections) and out (for outgoing connections), both for connections of the above type Weight. The direction of a connection does not constrain how it can be used. How to create connections is shown below. The node procedure forward can operate on all connections attached to one of these interfaces at once. For instance the REDUCTION statement reduces the o elements of all connections attached to the in interface using the reduction operator rsum shown below. The result is written into the variable ME. inData, which will be unchanged if there are no connections. The [ I notation stands for 'all' and designates parallel calls.
The reduction operator rsum used above is defined by the user as Real REDUCTION rsum IS RETURN (ME + YOU); END REDUCTION;
Arbitrary reduction operators on arbitrary data types can be defined this way.
The activation procedure called above is a so-called free procedure, i.e., one that is not attached to any object type and can be called from anywhere; it returns a Real in this case. The call to transport (a procedure from the connection type) broadcasts the value ME. outData to all connections attached to the interface out of the node executing the forward. The transport procedure is then executed in parallel asynchronously for each of these connections. This call realizes nested parallelism, as forward itself is already being executed for several nodes in parallel as we will see below. The network type M l p is a simple three layer perceptron, consisting solely of the three node groups inL , hidL, outL. A node group is a dynamic, ordered set of nodes. Groups of groups may be useful as well for some programs, but are not currently supported in CuPit. The createNet procedure dynamically creates the nodes in the groups and the connections between them. ME. inL [ 0 ] is a bias node and thus has connections to all nodes of outL, while the other nodes of inL have not. The example procedure executes the forward and backward pass through the network for one input/output example pair. The individual data values for the example are written into the network by the main program before the procedure is called.
A small fraction of a main program is shown in the following fragment: 
UNTIL stopTraining 0 END REPEAT; END PROCEDURE;
VO-areas such as x l and x2 above are special sorts of variables with a defined memory layout. This is in contrast to the actual network data, the memory layout of which is not known to the programmer in order to allow for arbitrary optimizations. VO areas are accessed by a procedure (here: getExamples) written in some native language of the specific parallel machine to move data in and out of the CuPit program using native memory or input/output operations. The operators --> and < --transfer data between VO areas and nodes. Subsets of node groups can be accessed using a slice notation, e.g. net. outL [ 2 . . requests network replicates to be generated in order to exploit parallelism over examples. The compiler or run time system can chose how many replicates will fit into memory and will execute fastest; any number in the range 1.. .300 is allowed in this program. The getExamples procedure has to supply an appropriate number REPLICATES (net) of examples in each call. During training, the replicates will diverge in their data values, but not in their network topology, since topology modifications are forbidden while a network is replicated. To synchronize data in replicates, the program calls MERGE net (not shown above), which executes type-specific user-defined data merge operations in all objects. In the above program, merging is required for the delta values in the connections only (always just before the weight update step). This merging is thus realized by including the definition MERGE IS END MERGE; ME.delta += YOU.delta; in the type Weight. All other administration of network replicates is completely implicit. To reunite replicates into just one network (for instance in order to perform topology changes on the network) one would call REPLICATE net INTO 1, which also performs a merge first.
Topology modification statements not shown in the above program are DISCONNECT (inverse to CONNECT), node cloning (e.g. REPLICATE ME INTO 3, which triplicates the node and all its connections), and node removal using negative arguments to EXTEND.
This language allows for the convenient modular specification of constructive neural learning algorithms, no matter whether these add resources during learning or remove resources or both. Algorithms such as the additive CasCor method [3] or the Optimal Brain Damage pruning method [23 can be expressed easily. CuPit programs are explicitly parallel for the compiler, yet natural for the programmer, because the domain metaphor of the neural network is used to express the parallelism. Most information needed for program optimization can readily be extracted from the program text by a compiler.
Alternative Realization: 0-0 languages
Instead of realizing the programming model in a special purpose language such as CuPit, the same ideas could also be embedded in parallel object-oriented languages. To do this, several base classes have to be defined: connection, interface, node, node group, and network. Each user-defined, say, connection type inherits from the connection base type, etc.
To fully exploit the information available in the programming model, such an implementation should build some knowledge about the behavior of the program (with respect to the special object types) into the compiler. Parts of this knowledge have to be enforced by restrictions on the use of the types, which should also be checked by the compiler. For instance it must be forbidden to create a connection object without attaching it to exactly one input and one output node interface.
The obvious advantages of this approach are that the programmer does not have to learn a complete new language and that the integration with other parts of an application becomes simpler. The disadvantages, on the other hand, are that the approach is technically more difficult to realize and that artificial constraints have to be imposed on the programming style, which may result in actually more difficult programming than with a (albeit newly learned) special purpose language.
Implementation
A prototype CuPit compiler has been built for the MasPar MP-IMP-2 massively parallel SIMD machine. The compiler source code is available as a literate programming document [8] .
Put very shortly, the following techniques and optimizations are employed in the compiler: 0 1 : Data locality is maintained by locating node objects and the associated connection objects on the same processor. Since each connection is attached to two nodes, this is possible only in a little more than half of all cases. The node at the opposite end has only a pointer to the connection object (remote connection).
Results
The compiler and optimizations was evaluated on a variety of neural network learning problems, which are described in [6] Table l presents the relative changes in run time for each of these problems on a 16384 processor MasPar MP-1, when each one of the optimizations in turn was switched off.
All experiments used the lprune pruning algorithm [7] , because the size and topology of the neural network has a much larger impact on the results than the choice of the actual learning program.
For the load balancing (Os) results it must be noted that the values were measured after only two thirds of the connections had been removed. Thus, the network in these measurements had only very moderate irregularity. More irregular networks will result in larger gains from load balancing. The basis of comparison for the dynamic selection of replicate numbers (Os) was a static number of replicates, which was plausible (in fact, it was my personal educated guess) but not in all cases optimal. The bad result on the gene problem is due to the simple-minded implementation of the search method.
As we see, the various optimizations result in moderate to dramatic performance gains, depending significantly on the actual problem to be solved. These optimizations could hardly be realized without the ability to easily extract the required information from the CuPit program source text.
Conclusion
A domain-dependent programming model and programming language (CuPit) for constructive neural algorithms was presented. Compilers can easily extract knowledge about program behavior from such programs. This knowledge can be used for the generation of efficient code, in particular to maximize datdprocess locality and load balancing, which is otherwise very difficult for problems with an irregular and dynamically changing structure as they arise for instance from constructive neural algorithms.
